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A New 
Base in 
Bonaire
Scouting a new life as a digital 
nomad on a speck of sand 
in the Caribbean Sea

By Eric Barton

J
arne Everts pulls up in a dusty F-150 with gear piled up in 

the back seat and a pair of mountain bikes draped over the 

tailgate. “You ready?” he says, the just-risen sun behind him.
 Most mornings, Dutch-born Everts would be on Bonaire’s 

beaches, showing tourists how to kitesurf, his company 
advertised on the side of his truck. Somebody from the local 
tourist board connected the two of us, both fellow cycling 
addicts, and he tells me he’s thrilled to have company on his 
weekly bombing run through the countryside.

 Most people don’t come to Bonaire to bike. �is tiny 
Dutch-owned dot of land north of Venezuela is known 
mostly for watersports, a world-class destination for divers, 
snorkelers, sailors, kite surfers and wind surfers. But Everts 
says they’re missing out. “Wait till you see where we’re going. 
It’s stunning.”

 Everts parks at the start of a dirt road that rises into what 
looks like a high desert in the American West, complete with 
bent-arm cactuses rising like goalposts above barbed-wire-
like scrub brush. “Let’s do this,” Everts says, as his bike kicks 
up a hazy cloud of dust in the orange sun.

 �is is the �rst of several adventures I’d planned to see 
what Bonaire has to o�er, not as a vacation but as a resident, 
at least for a little while. Maybe, if things work out, the 
island will become a temporary home, a place to be, as they 
say, a digital nomad. It will need to pass a test, though, not 
just as an excellent place for watersports but also as an actual 
place to live.

 Since the lockdowns, many of us have learned that our 
jobs could be done remotely, and for some of us that could 
mean setting up a temporary base of operations overseas. 
Along with my wife, a professor, we’ve long daydreamed about 
summers in Umbria or on a Caribbean beach nearby.

 While throwing a dart at a world map sounds tempting, 
practicality guides a lot of digital nomading these days, 
since not all countries welcome long-term visitors. Bonaire, 
rounding out the ABC islands with Aruba and Curaçao, has 
all-year-warm weather and allows tourists to stay 180 days 

– nearly a half year – ideal for someone looking to try out a 
second home.
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Bonaire marina view
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 First things �rst, I head out on the bike ride just hours a�er 
arriving the night before. We climb gradually into the hills above the 
island’s main town, Kralendijk. �e scrub brush and cactus soon give 
way to hills speckled with soccer-ball-sized rocks that make climbing 
a challenge. �e land levels o� and we �nd a dry salt �at, the clay-red 
soil looking like we’ve taken an Elon Musk rocket to Mars. It looks 
impassable, but Everts speeds ahead, our wheels spitting up maroon 
polka-dots of mud. We stop brie�y at an overlook and look out on 
the cli�s that drop into the Atlantic. �en we continue up, passing 
through a pack of wild donkeys, and then bomb downhill on our 
way back to the truck.

 Lunch that a�ernoon is a goat stew worth every bone picked 
from the meat at Posada Para Mira, a mountaintop restaurant with a 
panoramic view of the desert hills. So far, though, the day has been 
all play, and this is supposed to be a trip to suss out the island as 
a potential place to work. In the a�ernoon, I take a quick survey 
of potential workplaces in Kralendijk where a digital nomad might 

spend a morning working. Cell service abounds and so does free 
wi�, two items to check o� the digital nomad must-haves. Among 
potential work locations, there’s a crêperie, a diner and a couple of 
co�ee bars. �ere isn’t, however, a place that screams this is where 
you write the great American novel, considering nobody seems to 
have a laptop set up in front of them.

 Instead, I head back to my hotel, the Bahamian-styled Harbour 
Village. �ey say the Dutch royal family stays here when they visit, 
and spots to spend the a�ernoon at work abound: hammocks spread 
between palm trees along the beach, lounge chairs at the dive shop, a 
lounge overlooking the seagulls diving the waters of the harbor. I set 
up instead on a lounger in the balcony of my room, the Caribbean 
lapping just below.

 �e next morning begins by sampling the local watersport scene, 
since this is a major reason to live on Bonaire. Ten minutes southeast 
of the city, past the sanctuary where rehabbed donkeys stick their 
snouts in your car window, I pull up early morning to Lac Bay. A 

Downtown Bonaire

The author, o� the trails

A mountaintop meal at 

Posada Para Mira
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sandbar keeps the inland waters calm in the crescent-shaped bay, 
making it an ideal spot for beginners. Plus there’s a wind that blows 
nearly always, straight from Africa.

 Two brothers who run a wind sur�ng out�t called �e Frans 
Paradise give me a 15-minute lesson before setting me o� on my own 
to crisscross the bay. A�er a couple of failed attempts at reversing 
course, one of the brothers comes out and repeats the lesson, 
emphasizing that it’s about staying calm, controlled. “You’re looking 
for that Zen moment,” he says.

 With every pass of the bay, the sport seems more possible. It’s not 
hard to daydream about spending a few months near this bay and 
becoming one of the daredevils zipping nearby in the open ocean.

 �en I remind myself this trip is supposed to be about �nding 
a place to live and work, and, luckily, I take a big step toward the 
latter in the a�ernoon. I head to the Del�ns Beach Resort for a three-
course lunch at Brass Boer, which turns out the kind of composed 
dishes you might expect in New York or Amsterdam but here are 

served at a table set up on a jetty, with lazy Caribbean waves breaking 
on the beach nearby.

 A�erward, I spot the �rst laptop user. She’s found a spot near the 
pool in what looks like an outdoor living room, comfortable couches 
and a long dining room table in the center where she’s found a spot 
to work with views of water that’s every color of blue. Non-guests can 
buy a day pass to the resort, so it’s not hard to imagine renting one 
of the beachfront villas nearby (like this one) and making this a daily 
stop to cross o� the day job’s to-do list.

 It turns out those villas nearby run for miles on both sides of 
the road that hug the southwestern coast of the island, and many 
of them are rented out to expat Americans and transplanted Dutch. 
During a tour of the island, I also �nd something of a diving village 
to the north, apartments and townhomes clustered together just 
feet from the shoreline. �e coast of Bonaire is generally ringed in 
shallow waters the color of a Ti�any box, but just feet farther they 
turn indigo as the depth of the waters plunge. For those living in the 
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diving village, that means they never need a boat, with an aquarium-
like collection of �sh swimming among the coral just o�shore.

 �at a�ernoon I �nd myself at Ocean Oasis, a trendy open-air 
bar that feels transported from South Beach, where men with button-
downs with three buttons le� open and women in �owy dresses 
relax in the never-ending Bonaire breeze. I get talking to Amedé 
Disbeschl, one of the many Dutch transplants you’ll meet in Bonaire 
and o�ce manager of AB Car Rental. He came three years ago and 
soon discovered he couldn’t imagine another European winter.

 What’s life like here? He says the locals who speak their own 
language of Papiamentu hang with the Dutch and the American 
expats, all of them speaking English mostly. It’s a small island, a third 
the size of New York City and with a population of about 20,000, 
that's fewer than Key West. “You don’t go somewhere here without 

seeing someone you know,” Disbeschl says. In a short time here, he 
says, you’re a local. We dip fries into mayo – this is a Dutch island, 
you know – and the setting sun �lls the clear sky with sherbet hues.

 Before leaving, I’ll be trying land sailing (it turns out to 
be riotously fun) and down a zombie or two at the stylish new 
Polynesian cocktail bar, Tiki & Co. I’ll have the best meal yet from 
the talented Dutch chef at Harbour Village’s restaurant on a pier, La 
Balandra. �rough all of it, fewer emails get returned, spreadsheets 
need maintenance and deadlines loom closer.

 Can you really get work done when there’s still a reef to snorkel 
and beaches to explore in hidden coves? Maybe all the reasons to live 
on Bonaire would become a distraction to work. But it would be a 
�ne problem to have. 
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